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The Cahiers du Cinéma, François 
Truffaut, Jean-Luc Godard, Éric 
Rohmer, Claude Chabrol, Agnès 
Varda are the inspirers of Cartier’s 
brand new collection. Indeed the 
French brand’s Paris Nouvelle 
Vague jewels are a majestic tribute 
to the seventh art.



The French New Wave channels Cartier’s 
creativité joaillière to the creation of bi-
joux with a highly personal character, each 
marked by the same artistic aura of the Ville 
Lumière. The essence is movement, the rus-
tling of necklaces, rings and earrings, joy-
ful and free, as they are tied and threaded 
together with dazzling links of gold beads 
and diamonds. 

Tap here too see
the extraordinary

High Jewellery creations
by Cartier.





One of the most exquisite pieces of the collec-
tion is the diamond and gold ring that matches 
the bracelet, hammered and fashioned into ga-
droons latticework. Just like the Parisian arches 
and domes deploy intricate structures, Cartier’s 
jewels form monumental wearable works of art.





Another remarkable piece from the 
collection is the dazzling necklace 
that sprinkles a gold cascade affect 
that inevitably homages the winding 
city. Thus, Paris is exalted through 
exquisite jewellery that sparkles in 
a dance of vibrant energy, evoking 
invigorating metropolitan nights. In 
the cyclone of the nocturnal hours, 
Cartier glows with wit and extrav-
agance. This rambunctious whirl-
wind of life gives life to a collection 
for discerning women with an in-
sider’s knowledge of the Parisian 
scene, its extravagant nights, its 
indulgent delights and audacious 
pleasures.



The Paris Nouvelle Vague Collection 
avails the charm of alluring gem-
stones such as chrysoprase, am-
ethyst, aquamarine, tourmaline, 
spinel, black jade, opal, emerald, 
tsavorite, lapis-lazuli, chalcedony, 
morganite, pearl, turquoise, moon-
stone, yellow and pink sapphire 
and diamond. The light and glit-
ter of these stones vibrate - care-
free and dynamic - like thousands 
of precious spotlights. 

The curves, shapes, and lines of the 
jewels evoke the ebb and flow of 
Paris’ vivacity: its fashionable haunts, 
its parties, the baroque openwork 
of its metal domes, the exhilarating 
bustle of its nights, the exquisite de-
lights of its sublime confectionary. 
Cartier truly depicts through this 
line of jewellery a city that combines 
hard, fine, and precious stones with 
pure style in terms of volume, var-
nish, and voluptuousness. Its ener-
gy sets the tone for these stunning, 
modern jewels with a hint of glee-
fully wild abandon.







If the cinematic French New Wave combined objective 
realism, subjective realism, and authorial commentary 
– in this fashion – Cartier’s new collection creates a nar-
rative polysemy that favours phenomenology. The expe-
rience of wearing one of these jewels is a zestful one. At 
any time, the Parisian woman may regale her appetite 
for style, pushed ever further by the freethinking muses 
of Cartier’s Collection Paris Nouvelle Vague.

Tap Video
to see the
Paris Nouvelle Vague 
in action





During the 2015 Salon International 
de la Haute Horlogerie visitors were 
able to appreciate the full measure 
of Cartier’s skills — both mechani-
cal and artistic — of extraordinary 
timepieces.

Cartier’s long and illustrious history 
allows the jeweller to draw on more 
than 160 years of jewellery expertise. 
It is a craft elevated to great Art by 
the daring and style of its creations 
and by ambitious designs that con-
stantly stimulate technical innovation. 
Throughout its history, Cartier has cre-
ated surprises, and has not ceased to 
marvel the Geneva audience, suring 
one of the most prestigious horlogerie 
showcases in the globe.

 Τηε Rotonde de Cartier Grand Complication Watch Calibre 9406 MC



Amongst the prominent Cartier 
items triumphing at SIHH 2015, 
was the Rotonde de Cartier Grand 
Complication Watch Calibre 9406 
MC, the most complex of timepieces 
designed by the French brand. This 
incredible feat of watchmaking took 
five years of development, 15 weeks 
of production at the Manufacture, 10 
weeks of decorating and finishing 
and five weeks to assemble 578 com-
ponents. The result is measured in 
millimetres. A thickness of 5.49 mm 
for a self-winding mechanical move-
ment that brings together three of the 
most prestigious Fine Watchmaking 
complications: a perpetual calendar, 
a minute repeater and a flying tour-
billon. Of all Cartier watchmaking 
creations, this “Poinçon de Genève” 
certified timepiece combines the el-
egance of a platinum case with the 
excellence of an extra-flat skeleton 
movement. 

 Τηε Rotonde de Cartier Grand Complication Watch Calibre 9406 MC



 Τηε Rotonde de Cartier Grand Complication Watch Calibre 9406 MC





Another timepiece that con-
quered visitors at SIHH, is 
Cartier’s extraordinary Ballon 
Bleu vibrating setting watch, 
mounted in a revolutionary new 
setting that makes diamonds 
scintillate. With this innovative 
piece, Cartier starts a new chap-
ter of its watchmaking and jew-
ellery history. This magnificent 
watch is designed to reveal the 
energy within the diamonds, 
that sparkle with brilliance, ra-
diating a gentle softness. The 
vibrating setting is truly revolu-
tionary. Cartier has made sever-
al patent applications for this in-
genious invisible system, which 
brings precious stones to life 
and makes the diamonds gleam 
and pulsate like the beating of 
a heart. The effect is amazing, 
like a wave of light in a constant 
state of change. It is the magi-
cal feeling of wearing a piece 
of living jewellery that throbs 
with the natural vibrations of the 
diamonds.

 Τηε Ballon Bleu vibrating setting watch



Just as enticing is the Aten high jew-
ellery secret watch, through which 
Cartier homages the sheer beauty of 
nature. This mysterious timepiece is 
crowned with a mysterious and fas-
cinating stone, with a corolla of di-
amonds to transform it into a secret 
watch. The shape is reminiscent of 
crescent kokoshniks — the traditional 
Russian headdresses whose potential 
Cartier began exploring in sparkling 
jewellery back in 1900. Whereas the 
Panthere Impériale High Jewellery 
Watch reproposes the feline that has 
been a legendary icon in Cartier’s in-
carnation of Woman. The image of 
the Panther is evoked on a two dimen-
sional cuff watch, thanks to the craft of 
pointillist jewellers. A virtuoso compo-
sition of hollows and openwork on a 
yellow gold band, paved with 907 bril-
liant cut diamonds and 223 fragments 
of onyx, which create an animal pres-
ence as magnetic as it is captivating. 

Τηε Panthere Impériale High Jewellery Watch



 Τηε Aten high jewellery secret watch



In 2015 Cartier’s master watch-
makers stood out for their exper-
tise — at the Salon International 
de la Haute Horlogerie — draw-
ing on the array of craftsmanship 
of a Maison oriented towards chal-
lenges and innovation. The 2016 
SIHH is soon to come from January 
18 - 22, and it is only a matter of 
time for Cartier to shine with new 
creations.

Cartier High Jewellery watch with cushion cut 64.82 cts amethyst, 
diamonds and onyx



Aten High Jewellery secret hour watch



Villa Panza and the Panza Collection of Contemporary Art in Varese, Italy. Credit: Archivio FAI



Artistic heritage is an indulgence appreciated 
and safeguarded by luxury groups and fash-
ion house behemoths such as Tod’s Group, 
Fendi, and Bulgari, who’ve been investing 
millions in the restoration of Italian monu-
ments. In Switzerland, a non-profit is rolling 
out a similar investment in effort, if not in eu-
ro, to protect Italy’s physical heritage, which 
might otherwise be lost.

Fondo per l’Ambiente Italiano (FAI) was es-
tablished in 1975 on the model of the National 
Trust, as a private non-profit organisation. In 
the course of its history this elite NGO has safe-
guarded, restored, and opened to the public 
a plethora of unique monuments and man-
sions, raised awareness on historical heritage 
and proactively supervised and intervened 
on the restoration of various properties. 

Villa del Balbianello on Lake Como, Italy. Credit: Giorgio Majno



Following in the footsteps of the Italian asso-
ciation, Switzerland founded FAI SWISS in the 
City of Lugano in 2012, to strengthen the co-
operation between the two countries and pro-
mote the local artistic heritage. 

In this Exclusive Interview with Simona Garelli 
Zampa, President of FAI SWISS, Swiss Style re-
veals the work of this remarkable organisation:



Villa Panza and the Panza Collection of Contemporary Art. Credit: Arenaimmagini.it



How does FAI represent a business model 
for social-environmental sustainability?

FAI promotes sustainable policies that pro-
mote social responsibility, and is based on a 
meticulous work that coordinates 30 000 vol-
unteers that are divided into 116 delegations 
across Italy. FAI memberships and the many 
national fundraisers, such as ‘Ricordiamoci di 
salvare l’Italia’ (Let’s not forget to save Italy), 
provide funding needed for the daily work of 
the Foundation, which was born to safeguard 

the Italian landscape and cultural heritage. 
This sustainable business model has turned 
out to be successful, since in 40 years of activ-
ity FAI has managed to acquire more and more 
properties to restore and expand the number 
of subscribers, especially amongst the young-
er generation. Today there are 52 properties 
saved by FAI from deterioration, most of them 
have been restored and are open to the pub-
lic. Currently there are 120 000 FAI members 
and active contributors.



What role do you think private organisations 
that partner with FAI should have towards 
artistic heritage?

FAI SWISS was born in 2012 as a Swiss not for 
profit foundation committed to save Italian ar-
tistic heritage. In these regards we channel our 
efforts into two equally important directions. The 
first is to spread awareness and appreciation in 
Switzerland on the extraordinary heritage of the 
nearby peninsula. We therefore invite illustrious 
guests from the art world to conduct panels or 
we organise sightseeing tours to exhibitions in 
national museums or private collections, to dis-
cover the treasures in small or large Italian cit-
ies, because we firmly believe that by unveil-
ing these gems to people they will learn to love 
them and respect them. Secondly, FAI SWISS 
allocates part of the funds raised to restore the 
properties that need urgent intervention.

Do you feel there is a different sensitivity or 
bureaucracy between Italy and Switzerland 
towards cultural heritage?

As regards sensitivity there aren’t major differ-
ences: both are engaged in spreading aware-
ness and preserving cultural heritage. The ut-
most example are the Giornate FAI di Primavera 



(FAI Spring Days), that both in Italy and in 
Canton Ticino are incredibly successful; 
in this occasion FAI opens 780 sites to 600 
000 visitors. Furthermore in both countries 
there is the urge to safeguard landscape 
heritage. But when it comes to bureaucra-
cy, Switzerland surely has many advantages 

since the population and the heritage sur-
face to monitor are inferior in comparison 
to Italy’s. FAI SWISS is an international del-
egation of FAI, with Friends of FAI in New 
York, FAI UK and FAI France born with the 
goal of spreading the foundation’s message 
internationally.

Villa Panza and the Panza Collection of Contemporary Art. Credit: Arenaimmagini.it





Villa Fogazzaro Roi on the Italian shore of Lake Lugano, where the novelist 
Antonio Fogazzaro spent much of his life. Credit: Valentina Pasolini



How exactly is the activity of FAI SWISS 
articulated?

FAI SWISS in the course of the years has grown 
very quickly, thanks to the number of subscrib-
ers, the events that we organised and our pres-
ence on the territory. Today we have 700 mem-
bers that support the foundation with their club 

dues are used for projects both in Switzerland 
and in Italy. Despite that we currently do not 
have major contributors, we have managed 
to establish an amusement park at the Masino 
Castle, a FAI property in Piedmont; and we 
have managed to restore Villa Fogazzaro Roi 
in Oria, another FAI property on the banks of 
the Lugano lake. In Canton Ticino our support 

Andrea Carandini. Credit: Simona Garelli Zampa





goes to the project Il Villaggio della Musica 
(The Music Village) in Sobrio, one of the best-
preserved settlements in the Valle Leventina 
where specialisation courses are held for 
promising young musicians. FAI SWISS’ ef-
fort consists in helping with the cost of resto-
ration of the traditional Alpine homes that will 
be used for this education activity. As con-
cerns the arts we have a guide to enhance 
the most important presence of Renaissance 
in Switzerland, which is the Santa Maria de-
gli Angeli Church in Lugano. 

Your organisation is engaged not only in 
preserving abodes that open to the pub-
lic, but also in enhancing Modern Art, 
could you tell me more about the visit 
organised by FAI SWISS  to the Ghisla 
and Matasci Collections?

FAI SWISS is very attentive to the world of 
contemporary art in our region, since Ticino 
hosts many collections of the 20th century 
that in recent years have become a major at-
traction, for international visitors and schol-
ars. This time we are planning two very differ-
ent tours. One is at The Ghisla Art Collection 
Foundation, which was founded in 2014 
and is set in a building designed by Moro & 



Villa Fogazzaro Roi. Credit: Giorgio Majno



Moro architects, in the heart of Lugano. The 
artwork is allocated in eight rooms on three 
floors. Pierino e Martine Ghisla in the course 
of the last thirty years have gathered master-
pieces that span from Pop Art to Informale, 
from Conceptual to Abstractism and New 
Dada. Whereas the other visit epitomises the 
way the name of Mario Matasci is inextrica-
bly connected to the world of art of Ticino. 
In his forty-years career he has given life to 
a rich collection of oeuvres that have been 
gathered in an old warehouse, known as ‘Il 
Deposito’ (The Storage). This evocative place 
possesses a timeless allure. Mario Matasci 
has especially explored the informal expres-
sionistic mode.

As regards your panels, you recently 
hosted the President of FAI Italia, Andrea 
Carandini...

Andrea Carandini, now emeritus professor, 
has taught in prestigious universities and 
boasts an exceptional bibliography, especial-
ly as regards his publications on Rome. In Italy 
he has founded the modern stratigraphic ar-
chaeological survey that explores an ancient 
civilisation in its complexity. Carandini during 
his panel said that, “when the archaeologist 

digs he encounters everything and gets con-
cerned about everything, giving equal im-
portance to the Coliseum, shards, debris and 
the tiniest fossil to trace back its original con-
text.” The palaces of the Roman aristocracy 
have been the focus of his work: he unveiled 
to us the stage of family life and the back-
ground of public life, where the destinies of 
the world were planned, since often political 
actions were settles indoors and effectuated 
outdoors.

Do you feel FAI’s communication strat-
egy has induced younger generations to 
be more aware and concerned about pre-
serving our artistic heritage?

FAI is becoming very popular amongst young-
sters especially since it acts on two different 
age ranges through FAI Scuola (FAI School) 
and FAI Giovani (Young FAI). The school sec-
tor offers educational activities following the 
principles of ‘pedagogy of awareness’ and 
‘training on the territory’ through projects of 
environmental education, visits, and didacti-
cal workshops within FAI. Another strategy is 
to motivate young people by training them as 
‘apprentice Ciceros’ so that they may study the 
sites to guide visitors during the FAI Spring 



San Fruttuoso Abbey in Camogli, Italy. Credit: Giorgio Majno 



Days. Today there are one million students 
who train in the respect for art and nature. It 
is of utmost important to enforce their aware-
ness of caretakers of our historical and artis-
tic heritage and create a network of virtuous 
young professionals in all categories, also in 
youth associations that have similar goals.

What are your goals for the future as 
President of FAI SWISS?

FAI SWISS was naturally born in Canton 
Ticino thanks to the proximity with Italy, as 
well as the common language and culture. 
The primary aim is to enhance artistic prop-
erties, historical mansions and landscape. 
At the same time we intend to create a cul-
tural exchange between these two coun-
tries. Our work tries to bring Italian visitors 
to Switzerland to discover the Helvetic herit-
age and vice-versa. We are also working to 
expand FAI SWISS beyond the Italian speak-
ing Switzerland. Last year thanks to the sup-
port of the Italian Ambassador at the United 
Nations we started in Geneva FAI Suisse 
Romande and we are slowly building our 
foundations for a FAI SWISS in Zurich.





The New Year opens with the glorification of 
moviemaking, through the 73rd edition of the 
Golden Globe Awards. The prestigious event 
took place on the night of Sunday, January 
10, at The Beverly Hilton in Beverly Hills. 

Ricky Gervais, with wit and humour, hosted 
the show for the fourth time, as the nomi-
nations were announced by Angela Bassett, 
America Ferrera, Chloë Grace Moretz, and 
Dennis Quaid. 





The red carpet that preceded the award 
ceremony was mesmerising, as the cat-
walk of stupendous actresses enchanted 
with their outfits. Jennifer Lawrence boast-
ed a posh red Dior dress and Chopard 
jewellery. Just as sophisticated was 
Kirsten Dunst, dressed in Valentino and 
Fred Leighton jewellery. Jennifer Lopez 

Winning Best Actress for Joy, Jennifer Lawrence 
appeared in Dior and Chopard.



Jennifer Lopez stole the scene with a Giambattista Valli Haute Couture dress, Harry Winston jewellery, and Jimmy Choo shoes.





stole the scene with her Giambattista 
Valli Haute Couture dress, Harry 
Winston jewellery, and Jimmy Choo 
shoes. Whilst Cate Blanchett, refined 
and suave as always, was timelessly 
à la mode wearing a Givency Haute 
Couture dress, Tiffany & Co. Jewellery 
and Roger Vivier bag.

Kirsten Dunst in Valentina and Fred Leighton jewellery.



As for the winners, this year The Hollywood 
Foreign Press Association praised efforts 
in the making of The Revenant. Oscar-
winning filmmaker Alejandro Gonzalez 
Inarritu’s wilderness epic was the big win-
ner at the 73rd Golden Globe Awards, re-
ceiving awards for best picture, best direc-
tor and best actor for Leonardo DiCaprio. 
Accepting his award, DiCaprio called the 
experience “unfathomable” playing 19th 
century frontiersman Hugh Glass.

Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu’s The Revenant pocketed an epic 
Best Picture, Best Director, and Best Actor



Leonardo DiCaprio took home Best Actor for The Revenant.



Another movie that gathered great 
praise during the award ceremony was 
director Ridley Scott’s The Martian, 
the cosmic adventure of an astronaut 
stuck in space. The film won best mu-
sical or comedy motion picture as well 
as a best actor honour for star Matt 
Damon. “I’ve made a lot of movies 
that people just didn’t go see, so (it’s 
great) to make one that everyone en-
joyed this much,” Damon said of his 
box-office hit.

Matt Damon won Best Actor for The Martian.





Also for Sylvester Stallone it was an over-
whelming night, winning best support-
ing actor for reprising his role of Rocky 
Balboa in Creed. “Last time I was here, it 
was 1977 and I was hit by tumbleweeds,” 
said the emotional Rocky star. “Most of 
all, I want to thank my imaginary friend 
Rocky Balboa for being the best friend I 
ever had.”

Best Supporting Actor went to Sylvester Stallone for reprising his 
role of Rocky Balboa in Creed.



The ladies that shone in the cinematic realm 
this year were Jennifer Lawrence, who won a 
best actress Golden Globe for Joy and Kate 
Winslet, winner of Best Performance by an 
Actress in a Supporting Role with the movie 
Steve Jobs. This film took home two awards, 
since Aaron Sorkin won the best screen-
play, whereas Room star, Brie Larson, won 
the award for best actress in a drama.

Cate Blanchett wore a Givency Haute Couture dress,
Tiffany & Co. jewellery, and Roger Vivier bag.





New TV shows did well at the Golden Globes: 
USA’s Mr. Robot took best drama and sup-
porting actor for Christian Slater, and the 
Amazon series Mozart in the Jungle won for 
best comedy, with star Gael Garcia Bernal 
picking up a best comedy actor honour. 

Empire star Taraji P. Henson won her first 
Globe for best actress in a TV drama, while 
Jon Hamm received the award for best ac-
tor in a TV drama for his final season as 
ad man Don Draper on Mad Men. Rachel 
Bloom won best actress in a TV comedy for 
Crazy Ex-Girlfriend, and pop singer and 
American Horror Story: Hotel star Lady 
Gaga teared up when accepting her award 
for best actress in a TV miniseries, dressed 
in Atelier Versace and Neil Lane jewellery. 
“This is one of the greatest moments of my 
life,” she said. “I wanted to be an actress 
before I wanted to be a singer, but music 
worked out first.”

Lady Gaga donned Atelier Versace and Neil Lane jewellery to 
accept her Best Actress in a TV miniseries award.



The limited series commended Wolf 
Hall made for PBS, Oscar Isaac as lead-
ing actor in Show Me A Hero and Maura 
Tierney in The Affair, as the best perfor-
mance by an actress in a supporting role 
in a series. Pixar’s extraordinary Inside 
Out won for best animated feature, Sam 
Smith’s Writing’s on the Wall from the 
Bond film Spectre took best song, where-
as the Hungarian movie Son of Saul won 
for best foreign film.

Ennio Morricone garnered a win for best 
original score for The Hateful Eight, and 
director Quentin Tarantino accepted the 
Globe for the 87-year-old musician, he 
called his favourite composer. “When 
I say favourite composer, I don’t mean 
a ‘movie composer.’ That’s ghetto. I’m 
talking about Mozart, I’m talking about 
Beethoven, I’m talking about Schubert. 
That’s who I’m talking about.”

Quentin Tarantino accepted the Globe on behalf of his favourite 
composer, Ennio Morricone, who won Best Original Score for The 
Hateful Eight.





Ultimately – but not for importance – the 
award which recognises “outstanding con-
tributions to the world of entertainment,” 
went to 61-year-old Denzel Washington, who 
confessed that he had lost his acceptance 
speech and was therefore less eloquent than 
expected.

The 2016 ceremony of the Golden Globes 

terrifically welded sense of humour, class, 
and praise to movies dealing with delicate 
subject matters. As Inarritu summed up the 
challenge of filmmaking – referring to the 
Revenant, which he called the most difficult 
movie of his career – “We all in this room 
know that pain is temporary but the film is 
forever.

Denzel Washington received the Outstanding Contributions to the World of Entertainment award.



REPORT ON MEGA MANSIONS IN RUSSIA.

Whether you’re seeking an ostentatious palace in Moscow, a top ballerina’s penthouse in 
St Petersburg, or the ultimate holiday home in remote Siberia, there are deals galore... but 
you’d still need a cool $70m to get your foot on the mega-mansion ladder. 

Lavish: This penthouse on two levels in St 
Petersburg - Putin’s home city and tsarist capital 
of Russia - is worth $ 16 million.

Writer: Ed Johnston



Extravagant: This home is listed for $60m but 
experts say it would have sold for in excess of 
$100 million or more before the crisis.



Dripping in gold: This palace was originally 
advertised for $100m - a similar price to a 
five-bedroom property at One Hyde Park, 
London.



Luxurious: This large home now on the 
market is at Sady Meyendorf, Russia, has a 
swimming pool, gym, solarium, sauna, and a 
wine cellar.



Famous name: This downtown St Petersburg 
penthouse of world renowned ballerina 
Anastasia Volochkova, has been on and off 
the market.



Flashy: This walk-in shower is set on a marble 
plinth at this property, which it is supposed to 
be ‘fit for a tsar’ with nine bedrooms.



Sumptuous: The rooms are filled with gold, 
natural stone and wood. The billiard room and 
library are filled with solid oak and mahogany.



Contemporary: This mansion on prestigious 
Skolkovskoe Shosse has its own cinema, a 
sports hall with showers and a swimming pool.



Opulence: The property includes an office for 
the master of the house and another for his 
butler, along with an enormous dining room.



Grandeur: On the second floor is a 
balcony overlooking the main hall 
with a fireplace and a main bedroom 
with his and hers bathrooms.

If these
extraordinary residences 

or other objects in 
Russia interest you,
please tap here or

contact Metrium Group
in Moscow at

+7 (499) 270-20-20



Tap here to marvel at these beauties.

With Valentine’s day looming, 
DeluxePad has a few pointers 

on how to propose and the 
fine engagement rings that will 

make her eyes twinkle.

S E L EC T I ON



The start of the year needn’t feel as dark and gloomy as all 
that. Even though the Christmas lights have been turned 
off, we need look no further than our colleague’s typing 
digits to see the twinkle of new jewellery on ring fingers 
finally put to their intended use. If you’d like to get in on 
the act, Valentine’s Day is looming and provides a classic 

date to pop the question. Here are some pointers to make 
a decent proposal, for nothing’s duller than hearing, “We 

talked about it for a long time, and then just thought 
yeah, why the heck not.” That approach may be practical, 
but with precious metals and stones proving to be good 
investments in the economic downturn, why not trade in 
stocks for a lifetime of happiness - and do it with a heart-

warming, frost-beating flourish this February?

DeluxePad presents its selection of some of the most 
exceptional jewels synonymous with the finest diamonds 
in the world – creating engagement symbols so exquisite 

and so rare that they would forever serve as glittering 
reminders of your most cherished memories.

HOW TO PROPOSE
& MISTAKES TO AVOID



HOW TO PROPOSE & MISTAKES TO AVOID

An open curved diamond band 
delicately accentuates a Lucida® 

solitaire, an exclusive Tiffany cut 
of captivating beauty

TIFFANY LUCIDA®

WITH DIAMOND BAND



HOW TO PROPOSE & MISTAKES TO AVOID

Bead-set diamonds surround a 
striking heart-shaped diamond in 
this unusual platinum-set design.

TIFFANY SOLESTE® HEART



HOW TO PROPOSE & MISTAKES TO AVOID

This ring is classically elegant with 
an oval yellow diamond encircled 
by a double row of bead-set 
white diamonds. A diamond 
band enhances the striking 
magnificence of this piece.

TIFFANY SOLESTE® OVAL



HOW TO PROPOSE & MISTAKES TO AVOID

Bead-set diamonds surround a 
striking pear-shaped diamond in 
this unusual platinum design.

TIFFANY SOLESTE® PEAR



HOW TO PROPOSE & MISTAKES TO AVOID

Corona ring in platinum with 
round brilliant cut diamond 
and pavé diamonds. 
Available in 0.50cts.

BULGARI CORONA RING



HOW TO PROPOSE & MISTAKES TO AVOID

Dedicata a Venezia: 
1503 platinum round 
brilliant cut diamond 
and pavé diamond ring. 
Available from 0.30ct.

BULGARI DEDICATA
A VENEZIA RING



HOW TO PROPOSE & MISTAKES TO AVOID

Griffe platinum heart cut 
diamond ring with 2 side 
diamonds.
Available from 1ct.

BULGARI GRIFFE RING



HOW TO PROPOSE & MISTAKES TO AVOID

MarryMe platinum 
wedding ring with full 
pavé diamonds.

BULGARI MARRYME
WEDDING BAND



HOW TO PROPOSE & MISTAKES TO AVOID

This rounded, delicate solitaire concentrates all the light of the 
stone and its crown of brilliant-cut diamonds. A ring, a platinum 
spiral, to be admired from the front and in profile.

Ring in platinum set with brilliant-cut diamonds, central brilliant-
cut diamond available from 0.60 to 0.79ct and from 1.00 to 1.10ct.

CARTIER D’AMOUR SOLITAIRE PAVED WITH DIAMONDS



HOW TO PROPOSE & MISTAKES TO AVOID

Virtuosity and perfect harmony 
between the setting and the 
cut are the characteristics of 
these exclusive creations. These 
solitaires share an exquisite 
elegance that reveals the full 
beauty of diamonds.

Trinity Ruban Solitaire ring, 
950‰ platinum, set with a 
brilliant-cut diamond available 
in 0.50 to 0.79cts, 1.00 to 
1.30cts and 1.50 to 4.99cts, 
and paved with brilliant-cut 
diamonds.

CARTIER SOLITAIRE RING



HOW TO PROPOSE & MISTAKES TO AVOID

A symbol of shared happiness, Cartier 
wedding bands are created in the 
expert tradition of the Maison Cartier’s 
master jewellers.

18K three-gold ring, central brilliant-cut 
diamond available from 0.23 to 0.29cts.

CARTIER THREE-GOLD SOLITAIRE



HOW TO PROPOSE & MISTAKES TO AVOID

This solitaire celebrates the 
promise of love with a heart-
shaped diamond, set between 
two hearts. Paved platinum 
950‰ ring, brilliant-cut 
diamonds, centre heart-shaped 
diamond available from 1 to 
4.99cts.

CARTIER YOU’RE MINE RING



HOW TO PROPOSE & MISTAKES TO AVOID

Asking a Friend’s Advice

A proposal is extremely personal - getting a third party involved is 
cowardly (as it shows you lack conviction or true understanding of 
your intended). Asking for help can lead to an incorrect ring choice 
or strategy, leading not only to a failed engagement but a ruined 
friendship. Go with your gut.

Quoting Others

At the end of the day, to paraphrase Ms Julia Roberts’ character 
Anna Scott in Notting Hill, “You’re just a boy, standing in front of 
a girl, asking her to love you.” A simple “Will you marry me?” will 
do. Save all that other stuff for when you mess up during the 
marriage.

Psyching Yourself Out

Doubting decisions, ruminating over scenarios and striving for 
perfection is all bound to cause complications for both your 
fiancée and the engagement. Make an effort but stay true to 
yourself. Whatever carat count or weekend getaway you choose 
as part of your scenario, ultimately - as Mr Ralph Waldo Emerson 
said - “The only gift is a portion of thyself.”

SOME
COMMON

MISTAKES
TO AVOID



HOW TO PROPOSE & MISTAKES TO AVOID

ASSCHER-CUT DIAMOND 
ENGAGEMENT RING
FROM GRAFF



HOW TO PROPOSE & MISTAKES TO AVOID

Set with a 5.03cts cushion-cut 
diamond on a pink diamond rose 
gold band.

GRAFF SIGNATURE PINK
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT RING



HOW TO PROPOSE & MISTAKES TO AVOID

THE LEGACY ROUND CUT,
A SIGNATURE GRAFF STYLE



HOW TO PROPOSE & MISTAKES TO AVOID

GRAFF’S PINK DIAMOND RING
FEATURING TWO
MARQUISE-CUT DIAMONDS

Sized at 5.45 and 5.25 cts.



HOW TO PROPOSE & MISTAKES TO AVOID

A cushion-cut sapphire, 2.37cts, 
set as a ring with a micropavé 
diamond halo weighing a total 
of approximately 0.58cts, set in 
platinum.

HARRY WINSTON 
CUSHION-CUT SAPPHIRE
MICROPAVÉ RING



HOW TO PROPOSE & MISTAKES TO AVOID

A cushion-cut ruby, 3.05cts, set 
as a ring with tapered baguette 
diamond side stones, weighing a 
total of 3.58cts, set in platinum 
and 18K yellow gold.

HARRY WINSTON 
CLASSIC WINSTON™,
CUSHION-CUT RUBY RING



HOW TO PROPOSE & MISTAKES TO AVOID

An emerald-cut diamond center stone, given prominence by two 
tapered baguette side stones in a delicate platinum setting. The Classic 
Winston setting embodies Harry Winston’s timeless elegance and 
signature style. The delicate details of the refined design epitomize the 
Winston legacy of unsurpassable craftsmanship. Available with center 
stones from 1.00 to 3.50 carats, an emerald-cut diamond engagement 
ring set in platinum with tapered baguette side stones.

HARRY WINSTON  CLASSIC WINSTON™, EMERALD-CUT
ENGAGEMENT RING WITH TAPERED BAGUETTE SIDE STONES



HOW TO PROPOSE & MISTAKES TO AVOID

A cushion-cut diamond center stone, 
framed by micropavé diamonds, set on 
a micropavé band. The timeless glamour 
of the micropavé setting has quickly 
become an iconic Harry Winston style. 
Set in a delicate, feminine design, each 
ring is meticulously hand-crafted, to 
highlight the diamond’s graceful beauty. 
Available with center stones from 1.00 
to 3.50cts, with micropavé on frame and 
band, set in platinum.

THE ONE, CUSHION-CUT DIAMOND
MICROPAVÉ ENGAGEMENT RING



HOW TO PROPOSE & MISTAKES TO AVOID

A cushion-cut diamond center stone, framed by micropavé 
diamonds, set on a micropavé band. The timeless glamour 
of the micropavé setting has quickly become an iconic Harry 
Winston style. Set in a delicate, feminine design, each ring is 
meticulously hand-crafted, to highlight the diamond’s graceful 
beauty. Available with center stones from 1.00 to 3.50cts, with 
micropavé on frame and band, set in platinum.

HARRY WINSTON  THE ONE, CUSHION-CUT DIAMOND
MICROPAVÉ ENGAGEMENT RING







The Dior woman explores another way 
of constructing fashion and asserts 
herself by wearing clothes in a new 
way. Volumes are freestyle, the Bar 
jacket changes appearance depending 
on whether it is worn closed or loose; 
the shoulder is sensual, bare.



Fashion is part of the events of our 
times,” declared Karl Lagerfeld about 
the Zen-like, eco-conscious serenity of 
the Chanel Haute Couture collection in 
the Grand Palais.

Tap to read more about 
the Chanel Haute Couture 

presentation



Exotic early-20th-century Venetian pagan 
romanticism was sewn lightly into the 
Valentino Haute Couture collection and 
trailed around by barefoot nymphs with 
gold metal serpents writhing in their 
tendriled tresses.





Giorgio Armani got to the point of 
his Armani Privé show: a section 
of the dresses that have made him 
the original Hollywood red carpet 
dominator, conforming to the unwritten 
rule book of the Oscars’ convention.





Riccardo Tisci brought his show from 
Paris to New York in celebration of the 
brand’s new Madison Avenue flagship, 
which opened at the end of August. 
But tonight’s Givenchy show was a 
milestone in more ways than one. 
The collection also marked his 10th 
anniversary at the house.





You got the feeling that Gaultier wasn’t 
taking things too seriously in Paris this 
year. Outliers such as a chartreuse robe 
layered under a blue beaded body-con 
dress could have sagely remained back 
in the atelier. Still, when he puts his 
mind to it, he can cut one hell of a suit.



“Enter India,” Elie Saab’s program 
proclaimed in Paris. India is Saab’s 
backdrop and her inspiration for a 
new blend of formalism and ease, 
opulence and elementary lines.”





Lamé! Glitter! Brocade! Surreal 
makeup!: There was something 
cathartic about watching as bonkers 
a show as the one John Galliano put 
on for Maison Margiela’s Artisanal 
collection–a place where he can be free 
to channel nonsensicalness and throw 
fabric around to his heart’s content. 



Every season with Ulyana Sergeenko 
it’s a new story about her native 
Russia. Her Spring couture collection 
marries two eras: the 1980s, just 
before the fall of Communism, and the 
turn of the 20th century, just before the 
Russian revolution.





Stretching the boundaries of what 
can be achieved is a preoccupa-
tion that drives Falcon.

For Falcon, it means on-going in-
novation, enabling them to deliv-
er ever better, ever more capa-
ble Falcons. The latest result is the 
Falcon 8X. A new aircraft that can 
fly you farther, in greater comfort, 
and with even more efficiency. 





The 8X and its ultra-long range connects 
important city pairs such as  Hong Kong and 
Paris, London and Cape Town, Los Angeles 
and Beijing. Its cabin — the longest in the 
Falcon family — provides more comfort and 
a stunning choice of more than 30 distinct 
layouts. Dassault has made several refer-
ences to the 8X in China, a country in which 
it believes the aircraft will sell well. 

And thanks to overall design enhance-
ments, the 8X is every bit as fuel efficient 
as the Falcon 7X. The Falcon 8X contin-
ues Falcon traditions of efficiency, perfor-
mance, flexibility and comfort, while sav-
ing millions in total life cycle costs versus 
any rival. Once again, Falcon is stretching 
the boundaries of what a business jet can 
do for you, helping you accomplish more.

FAR & FURTHER



STEEP AND STRONG, HOT AND HIGH

Falcons are renowned for their short field per-
formance and the 8X continues this tradition. 
The aircraft is capable of landing at 85 per 
cent of its maximum take-off weight, which 
means the aircraft can perform multiple short 

flights before taking on fuel. And it delivers 
superior range from both. It is the only ultra-
long-range business jet that can use London 
City’s 1 200 m runway. And after takeoff, it can 
fly nonstop to Dubai or New York. Or depart-
ing Eagle, Colorado, an elevation above 1 980 
m, it can fly nonstop to Geneva, Switzerland.

Tap here to have Falcon 
organize a demonstration 
of this exceptional aircraft 
at the nearest airport





THE TRI-JET ADVANTAGE

Thanks to its three engines, which shorten trans-
oceanic routes, the Falcon 8X flies you wher-
ever you are going faster. They also contribute 

to the 8X’s slow and stable approach speed — 
a mere 106 knots. And its three-engine per-
formance margins allow takeoffs from shorter 
runways.



A VISIONARY FLIGHT DECK

Totally redesigned, the Falcon 8X cockpit will 
feature a new generation of EASy flight deck 
and offer an optional wide-screen head-up 
display, integrating enhanced and synthetic 

vision for vastly improved situational aware-
ness in low-visibility conditions. It also features 
Honeywell’s next-generation 3D color weather 
radar system with enhanced turbulence de-
tection capability.





BENEFITS YOU CAN FEEL

While current airliners and even some 
business jets have cabin altitudes of 6 000 
to 8 000 feet, the Falcon 8X keeps you at a 
comfortable 3 900 while cruising at 40 000 
feet. So you feel better on board — and 
less jet lag after arrival. Noise level is also 
low at a whisper-quiet 52 dB.





LONG ON COMFORT AND CHOICE

Three extra feet can accommodate a lot more 
living space. And how you use it is up to you. 
Opt for a very comfortable three-lounge cab-
in with a shower aft and crew rest provisions 
forward. Go shorter on the entryway to add 
even more lounge space. Or select a large 
entryway with spacious, lie-flat crew quarters 
and a truly grand galley for multiple meals. 
There are over 30 different cabin layouts from 
which to choose. Let your personal taste, your 
typical mission profile, and our design team 
be your guides.





Hong Kong Art Basel offers a dynamic 
cross-cultural exchange in Oriental 
style of today’s leading contemporary 
artists. With half of the participating 
galleries coming from Asia and Asia-
Pacific, the East Asian show not only 
provides a portal to the region’s art-
ists, but it also offers galleries from 
around the world a platform to bring 
the highest quality work to Asia.

Charles Avery
Ingleby Gallery in collaborated with Pilar Corrias

‘Tree No. 5 from the Jadindagadendar’ (2015)
Courtesy the artist and the gallery



This year’s edition, which will take place 
from March 24 - 26, traces twelve decades 
of 20th and 21st century art, with works by 
emerging talents as well as Modern masters 
of both Asia and the West. Through a pro-
gramme of discussions and presentations, 
the show also offers a cosmopolitan platform 
for transcultural interchange among art-
ists, gallerists, curators, collectors, and visi-
tors. Paintings, sculptures, drawings, instal-
lations, photographs, video, and editioned 
works of the highest quality are exhibited, 
representing more than 3,000 artists from 
around the globe. 





Brook Andrew
Galerie Nathalie Obadia in collaboration with Tolarno Galleries

‘Building Empire (2016)
Image Coutresy: Galerie Nathalie Obadia, Paris/Brussels and Tolarno Galleries



Make sure to keep your eyes on 
the Encounters sector, which gath-
ers large-scale installations curat-
ed for the second time by Alexie 
Glass-Kantor, Executive Director of 
Artspace in Sydney. Encounters will 
feature 16 artworks by 12 artists. Six 
of the works will premier at the Hong 
Kong fair, while five works are site-
specific. According to Glass-Kantor, 
this year’s Encounters is conceived 
as an exercise in exploring the very 
nature of an “encounter,” encourag-
ing the audience to interact with and 
immerse themselves in the ambitious 
installations.

Nathalie Djurberg and Hans Berg
Lisson Gallery

A Thief Caught in the Act (2015)
Courtesy the artist and the gallery



Richard Maloy
Starkwhite

Yellow Structure (2016)
Courtesy the artist and the gallery



Highlights include Chen Zhen’s 
Opening of a Closed Center 
(1997), a piece made of found 
objects, metal,and wood creat-
ed three years before the artist’s 
death that was inspired by his in-
teractions with the Shaker commu-
nity in Sabbath Lake, Maine; Brook 
Andrew’s Building Empire (2016), 
a stage-like piece covered in a 
black-and-white optical pattern 
borrowed from the cultural mo-
tifs of his mother’s Aboriginal an-
cestry; Isa Genzken’s freestanding 
sculptures from her Schauspieler 
(Actors) series (2015); Zhang Ding’s 
18 Cubes (2015/2016), which con-
sists of 18 steel boxes plated in 24k 
gold that serve as empty canvases 
for audiences to leave their mark 
on them; Richard Maloy’s Yellow 
Structure (2016), a golden, rock-
like entity that is in fact construct-
ed out of common industrial mate-
rials; and Roberto Chabet’s Cargo 
and Decoy (1989/2010), an as-
semblage of cut plywood boards 
painted blue and arranged to form 
V-shaped waves.

Chen Zhen
Opening of a Closed Center (1997)
de Sarthe Gallery
Image courtesy de Sarthe Gallery





Zhang Ding
ShanghART

18 Cubes (2015/2016)
Courtesy the artist and the gallery



Legendary American art director and graphic 
designer, Paul Rand, once said: “In the West, 
we look at art through life. Well, that’s one 
way of living. In the Orient they look at life 
through art.” This truly seems to be the hall-
mark of Art Basel Hong Kong, set in a 21st cen-
tury metropolis, that ranks among the world’s 
most dynamic international capitals.




